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Abstract—Every breath we take is what the plants are giving out; 
what we give out is what they are taking in. This is in continuous 
exchange; not for a single moment it is disturbed. INSPIRATION~ 
EXPIRATION ~INSPIRATION~ EXPIRATION; If next inspiration 
does not happen- poof! We are gone, that's how fragile our life is and 
at the same time how robust this human mechanics is, this can do 
many things. Knowing this much, if you can be conscious of what you 
do or what you do not do is what makes the difference between an 
animal and a human. What an animal cannot do consciously, we can 
do it consciously-that is the essence of to be a human. But do not 
misunderstand mental alertness as consciousness. How aware you 
are right now is how conscious you become. Today without doubt 
science is telling you, what this human mechanics is made of . 
Whatever you think is outside of you in the universe, the same way 
there is a way of different manifestations happening inside this 
human system- this system is not foreign to this universe; it is only a 
product like many others in the whole of ONE CONSCIOUSNESS. 
Ekoham Bahu Syam- I am one; May i become many. The planet earth 
is not the centre of this universe and at the same it is given the same 
focus and attention to create such a phenomena.  

INTRODUCTION: 

Now, science is saying~ HUMANS are living in a simulation, 
what claims there is also evidence to prove it. But in yogic 
science it has always been a known reality that everything we 
see is just the way our mind is showing us. You are seeing the 
whole universe in your eyes; what that means is you are seeing 
the whole universe in your mind; have you experienced 
anything that is outside of your perception of the five senses? 
So, if simulation is what has been designed to us, can we 
escape the simulation? The answer is YES, of course you can 
if you are determined enough to loosen up the distance 
between who you are and what you have gathered, you will 
escape this anyway. Now, Quantum science is saying they can 
create a whole virtual reality by putting a certain simulation in 
your experience-You would think that is what it is but in 
reality it has been designed that way to experience the reality 
as has been intended. In the same line many are working based 
on this simulation theory, to give a certain experience of the 
reality which never existed in real but it is real than real. It is 
like saying life is a dream but that dream is true. Before 
modern science was saying about a big bang but now they are 

taking about a roar-many roar. We have two theories. One is 
relativity theory and another is Quantum theory and both of 
the theories are opposite to each other but the existence does 
not work like that. What we may think about this universe, we 
may have different evidences but any evidence cannot act 
against the basic intelligence. Whether we realise it or not 
arithmetic is the backbone of the universe, the mathematics of 
it leads us to the discovery of the human civilization on the 
observation of numerical order in the cosmos. Our total 
understanding of the physical universe is based on a numerical 
understanding of the cycles of space and time that operate 
energetically in our lives. As a result, our unconscious 
experience is shaped by unseen realities that are often 
expressed in the form of numerical values. This unseen 
dimension of experience can be thought of as the spiritual 
dimension and is accessible through the recognition of the way 
numbers appear in our lives. There is this force in the universe 
that is giving your life its particular shape. Our traditions refer 
to this force in a variety of different ways as GOD, SPIRIT OR 
SOURCE.  

So, based on the numerical orders and different basic sciences 
we can say different planets when it is going retrograde or in 
direct rotation as shown in the diagram.  
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silent – and by silent I mean not just shutting your mouth but 
that there is no static in your mind because both are sound– 
you will hear the very music of life. This is because the human 
system is a certain design and pattern. There is a certain 
geometry to it and there is a reverberation attached. Similarly, 
if you look at a tree, there is a certain reverberation attached to 
it. If you can feel that reverberation, we call this state as 
rithambara pragna.  

Rithambara pragna means you become conscious of the 
relationship between form and sound. If you perceive the 
sound from a form, you learn to use this sound in different 
ways to describe this form, and to touch and experience this 
form just by uttering a sound. This sound, in its technical 
manifestation, is called a mantra. In its aesthetic manifestation, 
it is called music. But the important thing is, if you want to 
learn from within, you must become silent.  

If you want to know music, don’t look at music. You must 
know silence. If there is no silence, sound is just a jumble of 
noises. People want to learn everything on earth and beyond 
whereas they do not understand this human system. They are 
after everything and when they get pricked, turn into 
porcupine. So a device or a tool comes into play -a space as 
Gatih is created for humanity which could accelerate the 
process to move towards health. As five pages of research 
cannot detail down everything about Gatih because gatih is far 
bigger than the normal perception, we are just making a small 
quote in here for Gatih.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY: 

Gatih is created in two parts -one part is the upper part in the 
shape of a human body and the other part is the lower part of 
the body. The body is being built with rocks of different forms 
and frequencies. The lower part has three walls in it 
comprising of three different frequencies we call it HARA 
(one who breaks)- RUDRA (One who is active, total health)-
SADASHIVA(One who is still). Inside the walls we have used 
different metals, minerals which if comes in touch with water 
and air produces medicines and release it to the soil and air. 
The soil is giving you the medicine in different way either 
directly or through crops, plants. But, if you are planning to 
put water in the walls, it is not going to work, it is designed in 
such a way that only and if it rains and there is sufficient trees 
nearby, those substances would soak up water through the 
plants' roots and certain processes would be started. So, the 
rain is happening in mostly the planetary retrograde when the 
health of humanity can be challenging because of different 
process in the system for the system has to go through certain 
passed accumulated unbroken memories which are blocked in 
the system energetically. Different planets have different 
energy effects in the system depending upon the frequencies 
the system is generating. Each part of the body has its own 
frequencies but mostly 8 major points and 21 minor points can 
be affected through the direct or retrograde motion of the 
planet. So, our design has been made in such a way that we 
want the medicine to be released in those certain points of life 
when the system is going through an overhaul and floor of the 
space is created in a certain degree in relation with the planet's 
position to moon and sun so that it resembles the masculine 
and feminine energy of the system and the way a person walks 
in the floor, a natural upsurge of energy would happen in the 
system. And the way stairs had been built and the position of 
releasing the medicine should be in proper way otherwise 
what it could be a powerful way of creating health, the same 
can be destroyed if one remains unconscious to certain things.  

 


